
The ultimate in driving-inspired style crafted with 
Piloti’s patented Roll Control™ heel technology.

Italian 
  for 
   ‘drivers’

+Featuring design details that evoke the world 
of  cars and racing.

Piloti means “drivers” in Italian. It’s what they call the 
fearless racers who have faced Europe’s toughest 
roads and tracks, and it’s the perfect name for a shoe 
designed to help them conquer fierce conditions, drive 
better, corner tighter, and get to the finish line first. 
    Race, ride or stride – Piloti has it all.
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PROTOTIPO CASUAL SHOES

Comfort and style behind the wheel and 
on the town.   Featuring a supple leather  
or suede upper with contrast stitching, the 
shoe’s soft curves and crisp edges evoke 
the clean lines of a high-performance car. 
A thick, comfortable sole and softly curved 
heel make it easy to match-speed shift 
and heel-and-toe.   Tested by top drivers 
at Le Mans, our patented Roll Control™ 
heel features dual-density heel cushioning 
with an internal midsole, and heel-and-toe 
reinforcement on the lateral side of the 
right shoe.

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Full-grain Leather
Black /// 194PROGT100BL (followed by shoe size) 
 
Suede

Navy /// 194PRO101NS (followed by shoe size)

Charcoal /// 194PRO102CS (followed by shoe size)

Piloti driving shoes have always been designed for drivers 
who need a superior quality, high-performance shoe for 
heel-and-toe and other fancy footwork. 

Our patented Roll Control™ spherical heel is engineered to 
protect and cushion the heel bone as you drive, providing 
extra comfort and control, and minimizing heat and 
vibration in heel-and-toe downshifting. While walking, it 
mimics your natural heel shape and supports your stride.
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With a low-cut profile and high-performance 

design, the Spyder adds comfort and style 

to your drive and your day.

Piloti’s trademark Roll Control™ heel offers 

strength and traction, and heel-and-toe 

reinforcement on the lateral side of the 

right shoe adds durability.

High-contrast details add race-inspired 

appeal.

SPYDER CASUAL SHOES

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Black /// 194SPY103BL (followed by shoe size) 

Grey /// 194SPY104GS (followed by shoe size)

Red /// 194SPY105RS (followed by shoe size)

Advanced mid-sole cushioning supports the mid-foot, heel, 
medial and lateral sides of each foot. The sole extends up 
the lateral forefoot on the right shoe as reinforcement to 
minimize contact with the sides of the vehicle foot well, 
preventing wear and tear on the driver’sfeet and increasing 
comfort during heel-and-toe downshifting.

Piloti shoes feature premium leathers and suedes, race 
inspired design details, and our signature vintage tire tread 
sole. Worn by racers and car enthusiasts the world over, our 
cutting-edge style and everyday comfort make Piloti shoes 
perfect for the road and all day wear on the street.
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PISTONE CASUAL SHOES

Pistone offers a slim and sleek low-cut 
silhouette for everyday wear. The supple 
leather is exquisitely quilted and perforated 
for modern styling inspired by luxury auto-
mobiles. Featuring our next generation 
sole with a softly rounded heel and Piloti’s 
signature tire tread. Fully lined with soft 
pigskin for durability, a luxurious finish, 
and added comfort.

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Black /// 194PIST139BL (followed by shoe size) 

Red /// 194SPY139RL (followed by shoe size)

MILLE LUXURY SHOES

Premium Italian luxury in a refined, mid-
cut dress shoe.   Crafted in tumbled leather 
with tonal suede race-inspired red stitch 
detailing, this versatile style features the 
same sole and Roll Control™ heel as our 
popular Campione. Tumbled Leather with 
Suede Trim  Rubber/Leather sole. Hand 
Made in Italy.

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Black /// 194MIL144BL (followed by shoe size)

CAMPIONE
Developed and crafted in Italy, the smooth 
leather, Campione is a luxurious high-cut 
dress shoe with a distinctive brogue design 
and refined adaptation of the original Piloti 
sole.  It includes our Roll Control™ technology 
for comfort and durability with our subtly 
wrapped, rounded heel. Hands-down the 
coolest dress shoe on the market. And did 
we mention it’s great for driving, too?
Full-grain leather w/tumbled hand finish; 
80% rubber; 20% leather sole.

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Brown /// 194CAMP118BRL (followed by shoe size)
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COMPETIZIONE
PERFORMANCE SHOES

Size: Mens US 7.5-13

Part Numbers:

Black /// 194COMP110BS (followed by shoe size)

FIA/SFI Certified, Nomex® lined 
Competizione shoes are built for 
serious performance and unparalleled 
comfort.   Sleek, colourful, high-cut 
styling features our patented Roll 
Control™ heel technology with a 
new light-weight performance sole, 
perforated leather, ankle strap, and 
reinforcement on the lateral right 
side that facilitates heel-and-toe 
downshifting. It’s a performance shoe 
unlike anything the competition has to 
offer.

Suede with rubber/EVA sole

The Piloti Performance line has been worn by some 
of racing’s most legendary names. Featuring superior 
performance, patented biomechanical technology and 
ultimate all-day comfort, this is footwear designed for true 
race professionals.

Our next generation racing shoes satisfy what drivers have
been asking for – a sleek, light-weight sole and slimmer 
profile.

FIA Certified and SFI rated – constructed with fire-resistant
DuPont® Nomex® lining. Premium materials that perform
in the fiercest racing conditions.

The Piloti Performance line has been worn by some 
of racing’s most legendary names. Featuring superior 
performance, patented biomechanical technology and 
ultimate all-day comfort, this is footwear designed for true 
race professionals.

Our next generation racing shoes satisfy what drivers have
been asking for – a sleek, light-weight sole and slimmer 
profile.

FIA Certified and SFI rated – constructed with fire-resistant
DuPont® Nomex® lining. Premium materials that perform
in the fiercest racing conditions.
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Our patented Roll Control™ spherical heel is designed to
minimise heat and vibration, and provide extra cushioning
behind the heel bone for heel-and-toe downshifting.
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